The following theorem is of interest in that it shows a connection between a result due to Hua in the geometry of matrices with one due to Bergman in several complex variables. Let Z = iz¡k) (/= 1, ■ • • , m; A = 1, ■ • -, m) be a matrix of signature (m, n) (that is, of m rows and n columns), Z' = (zk¡) its conjugate transposed matrix, I the identity matrix, and 0 the zero matrix. We consider the domain defined by I -ZZ'>0, consisting of all points Z with mn complex coordinates (zu, Zu, • • • , Zmn) for which the Hermitian quadratic form,
is positive definite in the auxiliary variables (xi, • • • , xn). The domain I -ZZ'>0 lies in 2raw-dimensional Euclidean space and is a certain generalization of the unit circle in the complex 2-plane.
We prove that:
Theorem. PAe positive definite quadratic differential form
defines a metric in the domain I -ZZ' > 0 which is invariant with respect to the conjunctive group of signature im, n).
The conjunctive group of signature im, n) is the set of matrices T such that TFT' = F, where
Proof of the Theorem. Hua has proved that the positive definite quadratic differential form (r((7' -ZZ')~ldZiI -Z''Z)~1dZ'), where ff (Z) is the trace of matrix Z and dZ its differential, is invariant with respect to the conjunctive group of signature im, n) [On the theory of automorphic functions of a matrix variable I, Amer. J. Math. vol. 66 (1944) pp. 470-488] , We prove the theorem by proving the following formula, using techniques due to Hua (A)_ Q -<r((J -ZZ')~HZ(I -Z'Z)~^dZ'). where Xjk is the cofactor of x¡k in the matrix X and X* is the adjoint matrix. Also, for nonsingular matrices XX* = 7 det AT or X* = (det AT)A"-1. Hence, since <r(kA) =ka(A) for k scalar,
(1) ¿(det X) = det Xa(dXX~l), and (2) ¿(log det X) = <r(dXX-1).
We now form Q in two steps. Using (2), we have m n Q -ED -log det (/ -ZZ')dzvq = -dZ(\og det (7 -ZZ'))
P=l 5=1 OZpq --<r(¿Z(7 -ZZ') (/ -ZZ')-1) = <j(ZdZ'(I -ZZ')"1) ;
whence Q= -T,¿:-~-\ E E --log det (7 -ZZ')<föM University of Illinois
